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Abstract: Non-visual camouflage plays a significant role in the art of military deception. One of the fields of interest is 
auditory camouflage, where the goal is to remove the acoustic signature of an object, whether it is generated by the 
object itself or scattered from a surveillance device like sonar. A recently proposed approach to auditory camouflage is 
acoustic cloaking, where the object is made 'invisible' in acoustic sense by surrounding it with a cloak of acoustic 
metamaterial. Acoustic metamaterial is basically an artificial structure tailored to enable control of acoustic wave 
dispersion through Bragg scattering, where the features of the structure have subwavelength dimensions. The operation 
of an acoustic cloak is based on negative effective dynamic mass and bulk modulus which can be obtained by local 
resonances. This leads to a possibility to fully tailor the path of acoustic waves (infrasound, audible waves or 
ultrasound) around the camouflaged object, effectively enabling one to make waves avoid the object and render it 
invisible. In this contribution we perform a full finite element modeling of the elements of an acoustic cloak, analyze it 
and consider coordinate transformation necessary to ensure acoustic concealment of a macroscopic object. We 
investigated spatial distribution of acoustic waves for two different scatterers, one of them being a cylindrical object 
with circular basis, another one a cylinder with elliptical basis. All our calculations were performed for a realistic sea 
water medium, modeled by an empirical formula. We considered the frequency dispersion of the acoustic field in 
different spectral ranges, from infrasound to audible frequencies. For elliptic cloaks we applied a very simple approach 
that nevertheless furnished better acoustic cloaking than some more complex layered profiles previously published. 

Keywords: Acoustic camouflage, Acoustic metamaterials, Phononic crystals, Transformation acoustics, Acoustic cloak. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the important measures in military camouflage is 
concealment of military hardware and formations against 
enemy's observations. A significant position belongs to 
the concealment against non-visual observation methods, 
most importantly against radar (microwave electroma-
gnetic range), night vision and heat seeking instruments 
(infrared range) and sonar (infrasound, audible sound and 
ultrasound). 

Passive and active sonar (acronym for Sound Navigation 
And Ranging) devices are a means of choice for detection 
of objects in water. Passive devices simply detect sounds 
from the environment, created by the target object or 

reflected or created by some external source and scattered 
by it. Active devices emit sound pulses and measure their 
echoes, i.e. they make use of an acoustic transmitter and a 
receiver. The frequencies of sound used in sonars may 
vary from low (infrasonic) to very high ultrasonic. 
Passive measures of camouflage against sonar include the 
use of noise-generating devices as decoys and the 
application of sound-absorbent coatings (acoustic stealth) 
on the surface of the hardware to be concealed. 

Probably an ideal stealth approach would be to make 
acoustic waves avoid the object completely and behave as 
if nothing were present in their way. It turns out that such 
kind of concealment is possible in reality. It is called 
acoustic cloaking and makes use of the recently 
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introduced paradigm, the transformation acoustics [1]. 
Essentially, transformation acoustics structures basically 
map the spatial coordinates from one spatial geometry to 
another and guide a wave along the desired path. Thus an 
object can be concealed by a transformation optics 
structure by guiding the acoustic waves in such a way to 
completely avoid the object, exiting the other side 
unchanged. It can be said that transformation acoustics is 
used to "distort" acoustic space in a desired manner [2]. 

The concept of acoustic cloaking draws its roots from two 
relatively recent findings in electromagnetics. One of 
these are the electromagnetic metamaterials, structures 
with optical properties not readily found in nature [3]. 
One of the first proposed and fabricated kinds of 
electromagnetic metamaterials were structures with 
negative refractive index [4]. Based on electromagnetic 
metamaterials the transformation optics [5-6] was 
proposed, where the possibility of arbitrary adjustment of 
refractive index ensured the possibility to obtain almost 
any desired spatial distribution of electromagnetic waves. 
One of the consequences was the proposal of optical 
cloaks [7] rendering electromagnetic invisibility in a 
narrow band of the spectrum. 

Transformation acoustics [1] was proposed as an obvious 
extension of transformation optics. It represents mapping 
of one acoustic space into another with an ultimate result 
of ensuring full control over sound/ultrasound/infrasound 
propagation over space and frequency domain. One 
possible transformation is to "stretch" the acoustic space, 
thus making the sound waves pass around the object to be 
concealed without any disturbance. This is an acoustic 
cloak [8-9], rendering acoustic "invisibility" for an object. 
A sonar cannot find thus masked object, thus an almost 
perfect acoustic stealth mode is ensured. The concept of 
such cloaking is illustrated in Picture 1. 

 

Wavevector  

Acoustic scatterer 

Cloaking device

a) b) 

 

Picture 1: Concept of acoustic cloaking using acoustic 
metamaterial. a) scatterer disturbs the spatial distribution 
of acoustic waves; b) acoustic cloak around the scatterer 

bends waves and removes disturbance, thus ensuring 
concealment 

In order to perform mapping of acoustic space, it was 
necessary to produce materials with effective mass 
density and bulk modulus both lower than zero. This has 
been enabled by utilizing sonic crystals and acoustic 
metamaterials [10], structures analog to the previously 

introduced photonic crystals and electromagnetic 
metamaterials. 

Acoustic metamaterials are thus artificial structures with 
mechanical properties not encountered in nature. An 
example of acoustic metamaterial is a structure with 
negative refraction of acoustic waves [11-13], i.e. with a 
group velocity direction opposite to that of the wave 
vector. Their characteristic features are subwavelength 
(much smaller than the operating wavelength) and 
typically they are built in such a way that local acoustic 
resonances appear in them. Under certain conditions, 
these local resonances produce negative effective 
dynamic mass density and negative bulk modulus [12] – 
if material is in exact antiresonance with an incident 
acoustic wave, it will exert force against the wave and 
thus effectively behave as if its mass were negative. The 
same is valid for its bulk modulus – in antiresonance the 
material will expand when pressure is applied to it, and 
contract when pressure is removed. 

Metafluid with negative acoustic properties was proposed 
by Pendry and Li [14]. A relatively simple concept of a 
layered acoustic cloak has been proposed by Cummer and 
Schurig in 2007 [15] and further elaborated by Torrent 
and Sánchez-Dehesa [16] for the case of circular basis. In 
their contributions gradient acoustic metafluids are used 
to ensure negative response of a cloak and thus bend 
acoustic waves around the object without causing 
disturbance and scattering. The works by Gao et al [17] 
and Ma et al [18] investigated elliptical scatterers.  

The importance of acoustic cloaking for concealment of 
underwater objects is obvious. One could avoid torpedoes 
that are directed by on-board sonar, conceal mines or 
submarines, etc. 

In this contribution we analyze the possibility to utilize 
multilayer acoustic cloak based on gradient acoustic 
metamaterials for the concealment of macroscopic 
underwater objects with cylindrical shape (the often met 
form of military hardware for underwater actions) with 
circular and elliptical basis. We apply finite element 
modeling to simulate acoustic cloaking. We analyze 
different spectral ranges, from infrasound to audible 
frequencies. 

2. THEORY 

Basic parameters of acoustic metamaterials are the bulk 
modulus β describing the resistance material gives to 
uniform compression and the mass density ρ, defined as 
the mass of material per unit of its volume. They 
determine the propagation of acoustic waves through such 
materials and define the speed of sound c through them. 

The partial differential equation describing spatial 
variation of total acoustic pressure ptot is given as 

 0
2

2
=

ρ

ω
−⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
ρ

∇
∇−

c
pp tottot  (1) 

where ω is the angular frequency of the sound wave.  
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Picture 2: Cloaking of cylindrical scatterer by alternating 
acoustic metamaterials. 

 

Rout Rin 

r 

ρ1, c1 

ρ2, c2 

ρw, cw 

Propagation 
direction 

 

Picture 3: Parameters of a cylindrical acoustic cloak: 
inner radius of cloak Rin, outer radius Rout, cloak is layered 
structure composed of graded metamaterial 1 (ρ1, c1) and 
metamaterial 2 (ρ2, c2). ρw and cw are parameters of the 
surrounding medium (water). 

First we assume that there is no scatterer (the object to be 
concealed). In that case we have only the background 
variation of pressure due to the presence of acoustic wave. 
The acoustic wave is longitudinal mechanical oscillation 
with sinusoidal change, i.e. it can be written as 

 ( )
c

kkrppb
ω

=−= ,exp0  (2) 

where "b" stands for background, r is the position in 
space, p0 is the background pressure if no acoustic wave 
is present and k is the standard definition for wave vector. 

If a scatterer is present (the concealed object or this object 
plus cloak), the resulting pressure can be represented as a 
superposition 

 tot b scatp p p= +  (3) 

where "b" stands for "background" and "scat" means 
"scattered". 

Contrary to the previous cases considered in literature, we 
performed our calculations for a realistic case of acoustic 
cloak submerged in sea water. To this purpose we utilized 
an empirical formula for the speed of sound in water [19] 

 
73.10903048.0

][6722.1]C[429.35.1337]/[
++

++°+=

NaClC
kmdtsmv

 (4) 

where t is temperature in degrees Celsius, d is depth in 
km, CNaCl is salinity of water in percent. 

Let us consider first the situation where the object to be 
concealed is a cylinder with a circular basis 2 m in 
diameter, Pic. 2. According to Cummar [15] and Torrent 
[16] a multilayered acoustic cloak in the form of a 
cylindrical shell is formed of two acoustic metamaterials 
alternating around the scatterer (inner cylindrical core).  

The geometry and the dimensions of the system are 
shown in Pic. 3. The thickness of each single 
metamaterial layer is 2 cm, and the total thickness of the 
cloak is 1 m, i.e. R1 = 1 m, R2 = 2 m. The whole structure 
is submerged in sea water (subscript "w"). The properties 
of the both cloak materials are graded and the dependence 
of their acoustic parameters on the location within the 
cloak are given in a radial coordinate system in the 
following form [15, 16]: the relative mass density is 

 r w
in

r
r Rρ ρ=

−
 (5) 

 1
w

r R
rθρ ρ−=  (6) 

and the graded bulk modulus (Lamé coefficient) is 

 
2

out in
w

out in

R R r
R r Rλ λ−⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠

 (7) 

Further we consider a more realistic situation where the 
basis of the cylinder is elliptical. In this work we utilize a 
mapping between points within the ellipse and the radial 
coordinate system. In this manner the gradient distribution 
presented by (5)-(7) is mapped to an ellipse with an 
arbitrary degree of flatness. This is achieved by 
representing inner and outer  acoustic shield elliptical 
boundaries in polar coordinates, thus relative mass density 
of the shield is position dependable both radial and poolar 
coordinate. Two elliptical boundaries are described by 
their major and minor axis, ain and bin for inner boundary 
and aout and bout for outer boundary. Thus from (5), (6) 
and (7) parameters of our acoustic shield become: 
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( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )

2 2

2 2
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3. RESULTS 

Picture 4 shows the distribution of acoustic waves when a 
simple plane wave is incident a cylindrical scatterer that 
disturbs its distribution. The calculation was done for a 
frequency of 2 kHz. No cloak is applied at this stage. 

Pic. 5 shows the calculated total acoustic field 
(background + scattered component) if a 50-fold layered 
acoustic cloak is applied. The frequency is again 2 kHz. 
The presence of the multilayered cloak removes the 
disturbance and the field adopts the form as if no scatterer 
were present. A warping of the acoustic space is done 
according to eqs. (4)-(6) so that the field outside the cloak 
behaves the same as in the unperturbed case. 

Picture 6 shows the distribution of only the scattered 
component of the incident sound wave at 2 kHz. It can be 
seen that the most of the scattering is compensated within 
the cloak structure itself. Thus outside of it only a weak 
disturbance is seen. 

 

Picture 4: Total acoustic pressure map with cylindrical 
scatterer, 2 kHz. Highest pressure is 1.91 Pa (mapped 

dark red), lowest –1.69 Pa (dark blue) 

 

Picture 5: Total acoustic pressure map at a cylindrical 
scatterer surrounded by multilayered shell, 2 kHz. Highest 

pressure is 1.18 Pa (mapped dark red), lowest –1.18 Pa 
(dark blue) 

 

Picture 6: Scattered component of acoustic pressure map 
at a cylindrical scatterer surrounded by multilayered shell, 
2 kHz. Highest scattered pressure is 1.45 Pa (mapped dark 

red), lowest –1.45 Pa (dark blue) 

The next calculation is done for the case of infrasound. 
The operating frequency is 20 Hz, i.e. it is at the very 
brink of the audible range. Picture 7 shows the 
distribution of the total acoustic pressure in this case. The 
cylinder is deeply subwavelength and the role of the cloak 
is very small since the object itself is almost invisible to 
the interrogating signal. Only the upper half of the 
cylindrical structure is shown.  

 

Picture 7: Total acoustic pressure map at a cylindrical 
scatterer surrounded by multilayered shell, 20 Hz. Highest 

pressure is 1 Pa (dark red), lowest 0.95 Pa (dark blue) 

 

Picture 8: Total acoustic pressure map at a cylindrical 
scatterer surrounded by multilayered shell, 200 Hz. 

Highest pressure is 1 Pa (mapped dark red), lowest –0.2 
Pa (dark blue) 

Pic. 8 shows the map of the total acoustic pressure in the 
sound domain (200 Hz). The redistribution of the acoustic 
pressure within the cloak is readily seen. 
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Further we investigate scatterers with elliptical basic. The 
calculated density distribution within a layered cloak with 
a thickness of 1 m is shown in Pic. 9. The gradient of 
density is readily seen. 

 

Picture 9: Spatial distribution of elliptical cloak density 

The distribution of  the acoustic pressure around a 
scatterer with elliptical basis is shown in the further 
figures. All the presented spatial distributions were 
calculated for a 2 KHz acoustic wave arriving from the 
left in the direction of the major axis. Obviously 
scattering will differ for acoustic waves arriving from 
different directions, contrary to the case of cylinders with 
a circular basis.  

Picture 10 shows the total acoustic pressure distribution 
for the case when a scatterer with a major axis of 2 m and 
a minor axis of 1.5 m is considered. Pic. 10 left shows a 
situation when a layered acoustic cloak (50 layers, total 
thickness 1 m) is applied, while Pic. 10 right shows the 
situation without cloaking. A much larger disturbance in 
the latter case is readily observed. Picture 11 shows the 
same situation, but with scattered pressure shown instead 
of the total pressure. It can be seen that backscattering is 
strongly suppressed when using a cloak, especially useful 
for cloaking navy vessels  where object detection is based 
on phase difference between emitted and backscattered 
wave. Forward scattering is also significantly decreased. 
A similar situation is observed for other directions of 
incident acoustic waves (not shown in this text).  

 

Picture 10: Total acoustic pressure map (left) with 
multilayered elliptical acoustic cloak and (right) without 
acoustic cloak; scatterer is elliptical cylinder, minor axis 
1.5 m, major axis 2 m, cloak thickness 1 m, frequency 

2 kHz. 

 

 

Picture 11: Scattered acoustic pressure map (top) with 
multilayered elliptical acoustic cloak and (bottom) 

without acoustic cloak; scatterer is elliptical cylinder, 
minor axis 1.5 m, major axis 2 m, cloak thickness 1 m, 

frequency 2 kHz. 

We also considered the situation when the scatterer is a 
more flattened ellipse, with its axes 1 m and 2 m. The 
cloak is again with a constant thickness of 1 m, 50 layers. 
Compared to the situation presented in [ref], a better 
cloaking is observed. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We considered the possibility of fabricating a cloaking 
structure for acoustic concealment of cylindrical 
underwater objects. Layered acoustic cloaks with spatial 
variation (gradient) of mass density and bulk modulus are 
used for that purpose. We investigated the parameters of 
the cloaks for different operating frequencies of sonar, 
including infrasound and audible sound. We utilized finite 
element modeling to solve the partial differential equation 
governing the spatial distribution of acoustic pressure 
without a cloak and with it. We considered scatterers with 
circular and with elliptical basis. In both cases constant 
thickness layered cloaks were applied. It can be seen that 
in principle full tailoring of the path of acoustic waves 
around the camouflaged object (scatterer) is possible. This 
gives the opportunity to make sound waves avoid the 
object and render it invisible for sonar. Obviously a 
number of practical problems related with the fabrication 
of the metamaterial itself, as well as with adjusting its 
dimensions remains yet to be solved.  
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Picture 12: Scattered acoustic pressure map (top) with 
multilayered elliptical acoustic cloak and (bottom) 

without acoustic cloak; scatterer is elliptical cylinder, 
minor axis 1 m, major axis 2 m, cloak thickness 1 m, 

frequency 2 kHz. 
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